Fox Valley Technical College
Course Pre-Requisites

**General Education**
ACCPL Arith of 65 or ACT Math 18+
ACCPL Read of 54 or ACT Read 18+
ACCPL Sents of 83 or ACT Eng 18+
ACCPL Alg of 51 or ACT Math 18+

**Auto & Diesel Programs**
ACCPL Reading of 47 or ACT Reading of 15+
Bennett of 27%

**Dental Hygiene**
ACCPL Arith of 85 or ACT Math 21+
ACCPL Read of 88 or ACT Read 21+
ACCPL Sents of 92 or ACT Eng 20+

**Lab Science (AAS & TD)**
ACCPL Read of 80 or ACT Read 20+

**Medical Assistant**
ACCPL Arith of 72 or ACT Math 19+

**Associate Degree Nursing & Pathway**
*TEAS Composite 58.7

**Practical Nursing**
*TEAS Composite 50

**OTA**
ACCPL Arith of 46 or ACT Math 16+
ACCPL Read of 80 or ACT Read 20+
ACCPL Sents of 97 or ACT Eng 21+

*TEAS Score of 58.7:
ACCPL Arith of 85 or ACT Math 20+
ACCPL Read of 95 or ACT Read 22+
ACCPL Sents of 103 or ACT Eng 22+

*TEAS Score of 50:
ACCPL Arith of 79 or ACT Math 20+
ACCPL Read of 80 or ACT Read 20+
ACCPL Sents of 90 or ACT Eng 18+
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